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The last newsletter of the year introduces the 2010-2012 OSALL Committee
and includes profiles on new OSALL committee members, Keke Maidi (PR &
Liaison) and Lydia Craemer (Secretary). Fanus Olivier (Chair), Gill
Rademeyer (Treasurer), Mary Bruce (Listserv Administrator) and Danielle
Botha (Website Administrator) will serve a further term. A warm welcome to
the new members and many thanks to everyone for offering your time and
skills to OSALL.
This issue includes an article by Danielle Botha on the intricacies of looseleaf filing. Loose-leaf publications are the backbone of any South African law
library. Mary Bruce‟s article on the use of Web 2.0 by South African legal
publishers makes for an informative read. Thanks to Nico Ferreira for his
ongoing list of publications noted.
Special thanks to all who contributed to the Newsletter during the past year.
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OSALL COMMITTEE : 2010-2012
The 2010-2012 OSALL Committee consists of:
Chair: Fanus Oliver (Johannesburg Bar Library)
Secretary: Lydia Craemer (Johannesburg Bar Library)
PR & Liaison: Keke Maidi (YP Information Solutions)
Treasurer: Gill Rademeyer ( DLA Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr)
Listserv Administrator: Mary Bruce (KwaZulu-Natal Law
Society)
Website Administrator: Danielle Botha (Brink Cohen Le
Roux)
Editor: Diana Riley (Bowman Gilfillan)

Below the profiles of Keke and Lydia who are new to the
Committee.

Keke Maidi (PR & Liaison)
Keke has been
involved in the
Library and
Information
management field
for over 13 years
and has worked as
a law librarian at
CTH Attorneys,
BBM Attorneys and
JCCI. Keke has a
passion for service
and quality and she currently runs her Library and
Information Consultancy company called YP Information
Solutions.

Lydia Craemer (Secretary)
My career in law
libraries began in
1991 when I joined
the Wits Law
Library as a
contract worker. I
was responsible for
liaising with Wits‟
Periodicals
Workroom about
the periodicals
stock in the law
library and making
sure all stock was catalogued. Ruth Ward was Head of
the Law Library at that time and Karen Shear her Deputy.
My contract lasted 2 years, and in that time I became
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familiar with law texts and enjoyed the subject area. In
1993 my contract ended and I joined Wits‟ Periodicals
Workroom as a part-time cataloguer. My working
relationship with the Law Library continued because I
was well versed in the law library periodical stock and
became responsible for cataloguing law periodicals and
Government publications. During my stay in Wits‟
Periodicals Workroom (which subsequently merged with
the Book Cataloguing Dept and Acquisitions) I was
involved in the conversion of the manual kardex to an
automated system for serials control developed jointly by
Wits‟ Periodicals Workroom and Wits‟ Computer and
Networking Services. We worked on the cataloguing
interface, the kardexing system, claims and the
barcoding of issues as they arrived. In 1997/1998 I was
involved in the conversion of the in-house serials control
system to the Innopac serials control system. All the
while keeping a beady eye on, and wrestling with, the
challenges of legal periodicals!
From 1993–1999 I also did freelance library work in law
firms and the Legal and Tax Division of Southern Life
(now Momentum). I worked at Cheadle Thompson and
Haysom until Kari Cousins was appointed as a full-time
librarian. I was amazed about two months ago to
encounter one of CTH‟s messengers who remembered
me from my stint there!! In 1998 I began to look for fulltime employment, and decided that the law library world
was the niche for me. I joined Moodie and Roberston as
their first full-time librarian in May 1999 and was with
them until Oct 2008. In that time I ran a main library
(Braamfontein) with three branches (Jorrisen Place,
Rivonia and Randburg), which then shrank to a main
library with two branches (Rivonia and Randburg), then
two branches (Braamfontein and Rivonia). My colleagues
were amazed that a solo librarian could juggle so many
branches, but the collections were small and only
required attention on a monthly basis. I handled queries
from all the branches from the main library.
My affiliation with OSALL began when I started off by
lurking on the listserv when job-seeking in the late 90‟s.
In 2000, Lucy Graham saw fit to nominate me as a
Committee member. Little did I know that this was the
beginning of a long association with OSALL. During my
first term of office I was listserv and website
administrator. In 2002 I was encouraged to stay on the
Committee as the listserv administrator, a portfolio I
managed until 2006 when I decided it was time for fresh
blood to take over the running of the listserv. I was
succeeded by Mary Bruce, who has done a sterling job
ever since. In my time as listserv administrator, I steered
the listserv from being a Q and A tool to an educational
and information source, the number of members grew
steadily, we were joined by colleagues from overseas,
and I was involved in the migration from Wits hosting our
listserv on the Wits Sunsite server to the hosting of the
listserv on Google Groups. I was chosen as the OSALL
representative to go the BIALL Conference in 2005. This
was an invaluable experience and I made contacts with
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overseas law librarians that I have managed to maintain
to this day.
In 2009 I disappeared (well, almost disappeared) from
the law library radar, when I decided to try a new
direction and joined St Stithians‟ Girls College as the
Girls College librarian. The Girls College is the High
School for girls at Saints (as the school is known).
However, I realized quickly that school libraries are not
the place for me – my talents and giftings lie in the field
of law librarianship and I decided to return to law as soon
as possible. In late 2009, the Johannesburg Bar Library
advertised a post. I applied, and they offered me the
position. I served a further term at Saints to fulfil my
employment obligations and joined the Bar Library in
April 2010. I was received back in the fold with much
delight and decided once again to offer my services to
OSALL, in the capacity of secretary. At Saints I had
gained the reputation of being a minute-taker of note, so
this seemed like a logical portfolio to take up.
Being on the OSALL Committee has brought me many
challenges and has given me many growth opportunities
and fantastic colleagues. There is still more I can explore
in portfolios, should I stay on after 2012 – Treasurer, PR
and Liaison, Vice Chair and even Chair! I‟m proud to be
an OSALL member.

NEWS FROM OUR MEMBERS
Elizabeth Bourne retired from Bowman Gilfillan to the
Johannesburg Bar Library. Alice Ramohlola, formerly of
the South African Institute of International Relations took
over from Liz as Senior Librarian based in the Sandton
office of Bowman Gilfillan.
Sharon
Pather-Nagy
joined
Edward
Nathan
Sonnenbergs in Umlhanga and Thulisa Kondlo from the
National Prosecuting Authority joined Deneys Reitz on
st
the 1 November 2010.
And whilst Varsha Sathianand left the coast and
Shepstone & Wylie in Durban to join Eversheds, Meryl
Federl joined the Cape High Court Library.

LIBRARIAN OF THE YEAR
Congratulations to Denise Nicholson, Copyright
Services librarian at the University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg, who was elected as LIASA Librarian of
the Year 2010.
As Wits Copyright Services Librarian, Denise is
responsible for copyright clearances for teaching
material, giving talks on copyright and plagiarism to staff
and students, providing an advisory service on copyright
and related matters to staff and students at Wits, as well
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as to the broader library and other communities. She
regularly monitors the legislative situation in SA and global
trends to promote and lobby for better copyright laws for
education, research, libraries and persons with sensorydisabilities.
She
has
published
papers,
book
chapters, articles, blogs and portals on copyright and
related topics. She has contributed to various
international and regional research documents, position
papers and statements and has been cited in several
publications. She has presented at many conferences
and seminars locally, regionally and abroad and is wellrecognised for her online global information service
“Copyright & A2K Issues”, which has more than 1700
subscribers at present.

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE INTRICACIES OF LOOSELEAF FILING
by Danielle Botha
dbotha@bclr.com
It happened again. Once again a very confused lawyer
showed me her loose-leaf publication of which she could
not make head or tail of the way the legislation was set
out. On closer inspection, and a comparison with my
library copy, it came to light that there were certain
inaccuracies in the loose-leaf filing done by the lawyer's
secretary. I requested she leave it with me to sort out,
and on doing a page-by-page check, to my surprise
about 50 pages had to come out to make this book
accurate! Which brings me to the reason for this article –
to bring attention to the fact that loose-leaf filing should
be done by qualified or experienced librarians or
library staff. There is a general idea that loose-leaf filing
can be done by absolutely anyone (especially other
administrative staff members), whether they have done it
before or not. Loose-leaf filing, however, like using a
computer, is a skill that needs to be learnt, and an
important one at that. A mistake can cost a lawyer his
case.
To be a good loose-leaf filer, the following qualities are
vital: high levels of concentration for long periods,
extreme attention to detail, and, hopefully, an enjoyment
of loose-leaf filing. Loose-leaf filing, while it may become
tedious if done eight hours straight, actually makes a
welcome break from the mental challenge of daily
research. It is also very relaxing and forces the filer to
concentrate on the filing only, instead of all the
worries/stresses of the day. When paying attention while
filing, a librarian can learn the content of the loose-leafs,
which will assist later in research as he/she will build up a
knowledge of the subject matter of the publications.
Librarians tend to grasp the importance of loose-leaf
filing, while a non-librarian may simply see it as another
job to get over with as quickly as possible. I believe this
plays a role in why non-librarians are often not successful
at loose-leaf filing. Doing loose-leaf filing in a hurry often
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leads to mistakes. Doing it at a busy switchboard does
not work!
Let's take for example Jones and Buckle "The Civil
Practice of the Magistrates' Court in South Africa, Vol II".
Under the section: "The Rules and Commentary", the first
11 pages are numbered "Rules 1" to "Rules 11".
Immediately after that, the pages are numbered "Rule 1 1 - onwards". So unless you're wide awake, you will file
Rule 4-1 after Rules 4 instead of replacing Rule 4-1 a
little further one. And unless you're watching your filing
instructions carefully, you will not notice this by the time
you reach Rule 4-1.
Another tricky section is Roman numerals. I doubt very
much these are taught at school anymore, judging from
reactions I have received from vacation students etc.
when confronted with these "undecipherable" numbers.
Symbol
I
V
X
L
C
D
M

Value
1 (one) (unus)
5 (five) (quinque)
10 (ten) (decem)
50 (fifty) (quinquaginta)
100 (one hundred) (centum)
500 (five hundred) (quingenti)
1,000 (one thousand) (mille)

When filing, do you know your bis from your quat? Here's
a quick guide to numbers adverbs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Semel (once)
Bis (twice)
Ter (thrice etc.)
Quater
Quinquies
Sexies
Septies
Octies
Novies
Decies

Another fact to mention is that the method of loose-leaf
filing is different for each publisher. LexisNexis have
combined the filing instructions within the Key,
highlighting any changes to be made in bold, while Juta
still keeps them separate. In addition, overseas
publications filing instructions differ from local
publications filing instructions. Instead of inserting a dash
under the "Insert new pages" column to indicate a page
needs to be removed, the pages to be removed are
included under the "Remove old pages" column. If you
are not aware of this, you will not notice that certain
pages need to be removed.
Here are some tips for more efficient loose-leaf filing:
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Always put in the new pages before taking out
the old one. This way, if you make a mistake, you
will at least still have the old page instead of a
completely missing page.
Wearing thimbles on the thumbs and middle
fingers while filing greatly increases speed and
accuracy of filing – there is less of a chance that
pages stick together, they minimize paper cuts
and reduce wear and tear on the fingers. You
may get some strange looks and questions from
your lawyers, though!
Working in a quiet environment – while most
libraries are (hopefully) quiet, the tendency to
open-plan offices is not conducive to loose-leaf
filing. Distractions must be minimized.
Soft classical music in the background – this may
not work for everyone, but it does tend to keep
the mind from wandering when filing. Don't knock
it till you've tried it. Rap, pop or rock do not have
the same effect!
Good (preferably natural) lighting – this cannot
be overestimated, as eye-strain is a guarantee
when trying to read the tiny numbers in bad light
for hours on end.
Keeping interruptions to a minimal – try to do
loose-leaf filing on less busy days, rather than
trying to squeeze it in between a lot of research.
Rather do normal filing on busy days, such as
your accounts.
Pay attention to the content while filing – make
sure the pages follow onto each other. Many
mistakes can be prevented this way.
If you have an assistant, you can do a quick spot-check
that your update has been filed more or less correctly.
Simply compare the pages taken out, to the list of pages
that had to be taken out. In this way you can quickly spot
when an incorrect or extra page has been taken out. This
doesn't take long, and has saved me from having to
order missing pages numerous times.
And if you have any doubt of any of the above, just give a
copy of Juta's Income Tax to an administrative person
who has never done loose-leaf filing before, and observe
how quickly it is handed back to you in frustration!
MUNICIPAL BY-LAWS – SABINET OFFERS A MUCH
NEEDED ACCURATE RECORD … GROWING
ARCHIVE
Just like the laws of the country, Municipal By-laws and
policies must be obeyed by the general public and
businesses. To ensure that we stay on the right side of
the law, it‟s important to know what these rules are.
Sabinet‟s latest information product, Sabinet Municipal
By-laws, is designed to assist consumers, corporates
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and even municipalities and government entities to stay
up to date.
A Municipal By-law is a set of rules or legislation passed
by the council of a municipality on a provincial level. It
regulates matters the municipality is authorised to
administer within its area of jurisdiction. A municipality
derives the powers to pass a By-law from the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, which gives
certain specified powers and competencies to local
government.
By-laws cover various important local government issues
such as public roads, parking grounds, public open
spaces, street trading, public health, cemeteries and
crematoria, emergency services, etc. These issues
impact the private lives of individuals, as well as the daily
operations of corporate organisations.
Due to renaming and reshuffling of municipalities
jurisdictions -- and the shifting of provinces borders -- it
has become increasingly difficult for municipalities to
keep track of the By-laws in force and applicable to their
area of jurisdiction. This situation has been ongoing for
quite some time and has become an increasingly
overwhelming challenge.
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Sabinet decided that by creating the Sabinet Municipal
By-laws product we would not only be providing some
certainty and structure for the municipalities, but be
providing individuals and other institutions access, in one
environment, to the most current laws which are
applicable to and regulate their everyday life and
business activities.
In order to ensure that the By-laws remain up to date and
the most current By-laws are provided to our subscribers,
we provide a weekly newsletter with notifications of any
changes or newly enforced By-laws.
We trust that by making this product available, individuals
and companies will have easier access to this vital
information and will be more empowered with knowledge
of their rights and responsibilities and their position with
regard to issues which relate to their daily living and
business activities. We also hope that this will provide
municipalities and government institutions with the
structure and information that they need to ensure that
these laws are kept up to date and are applicable to our
ever changing environment - addressing the most basic
daily issues and concerns faced by society.
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DOTTING THE i AND CROSSING THE t

grounds that at least I can find things in the dark if/when
Eskom fails us - again].

SOUTH AFRICAN LEGAL PUBLISHERS USE WEB 2.0
TOO
by Mary Bruce
mary@lawsoc.co.za
Web 2.0 is hardly news but it has marked one of the
biggest turning points in the history of the Internet and we
haven‟t looked back. The power of the Internet was
symbolically moved into the hands of the public and it‟s
been fascinating to watch how responsibly it‟s been
handled on the whole and how a new self-imposed
etiquette has developed. Just last week we were advised
via Twitter that social networks now account for a greater
part of the Internet than pornography.
Web 2.0 has fascinated me from its inception. Having
been afforded the opportunities to address the audience
on the topic The practical application of blog- and wikitechnology in the South African legal information
community at the SAOUG/OSALL/SLIS Conference on
23 June 2005 and to contribute a column, Using Web 2.0
and Social Networking to Weave a Web of Perception
that appeared in the OSALL Newsletter of December
2007
(http://www.osall.org.za/newsletters/Newsletter
2007 Nov_Dec Vol 18 no 4.pdf), my interest had been
piqued and hasn‟t waned. Regular readers of this column
will have read my comments on Twitter, Facebook and
blogging but, with the end of 2010 approaching all too
rapidly and talk of Web 3.0 cropping up more frequently,
it seems timeous to step back from the individual and
generally personal feeds to which we are likely most
accustomed and be aware of the information well-known
names in the legal publishing world are making available
via Web 2.0 applications. Sadly, all too few of us seem to
be availing ourselves of these services.
In order to make the playing field as level as possible,
this article is based on the information that was
accessible online on 18 November 2010. I also asked
each of the publishers for any comments relating to their
implementation of Web 2.0 services that they would like
to be drawn to the attention of readers. In this article,
Web 2.0 refers specifically to Facebook, Twitter and
blogs.
Because of my reputation for fair play and despite my
determination to break free of the habit of alphabetising
almost anything that comes my way, the publishers are
arranged in that order. [We are moving home next week
and the biggest test will be whether our extensive
collection of herbs and spices finds itself arranged by
another system. I excuse this inexplicable habit on the

http://www.jutalaw.co.za/
I was unable to locate any online references to Juta
Law‟s use of social media but the response replicated
below from Wayne Staples, JutaLaw‟s Marketing
Manager, gives us much to look forward to.
“Juta Law is starting to move into the social media space
and we are currently revamping our website and once
this is launched we will provide links to facebook, twitter
etc. We have a twitter account for Legalbrief and have
sent a couple of tweets but have decided to hold back on
this to put in place the editorial capacity to ensure that we
are able to offer a sustainable twitter feed once we start
promoting this as a regular service.
“We have been exploring social media over the past year
and Wendy Moulang who is our Special Projects
Manager, has conducted a series of workshops for our
publishers, sales and marketing and productions teams
on what social media entails and how we would - or
should - be leveraging these powerful tools to market our
services and product offerings to customers who wish to
communicate with us and who are willing to receive
communication from us.
“We are strongly of the opinion that we will make
selective use of social media to further build relationships
with our customers by providing content that is of real
benefit to legal and information professionals and to this
end we are at pains to ensure that we understand the
challenges and opportunities presented. Much of our
existing communication with customers, including
advance notifications and publication information and
new book notifications where customers have invited us
to communicate with them will be easily migrated to
social media channels when these become available
next year.
“We currently have a Juta Linked-in Profile”.
Nothing for me to add except I‟ve moved up to make
space in the front row for all who will be watching this
space.
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Personal observations
http://www.lexisnexis.co.za/
I didn‟t find LexisNexis (South Africa) on Facebook but,
to be fair, I find Facebook‟s internal search facility a bit of
a nightmare.
Twitter - @LexisNexisSA
“LexisNexis is South Africa‟s leading provider of contentenabled workflow solutions designed for professionals”,
reads the biography. The posts encompass news links
and information relating to upcoming seminars. The
service has 10 followers.
Blog – www.law24.com
Although this isn‟t blogging by the publisher for which I
was primarily looking, the Law24 facility is a LexisNexis
initiative. The homepage offers links to (a) topical matters
such as employment, financial, family and property
matters ; (b) “Ask the Experts” with current posts relating
to paternity tests, rental deposits and restraining orders ;
(c) latest news ; and, finally, my revised target: (d) “Latest
Blog Entries”.
Ten most recent blog posts are visible and the standard
layout includes tags and government gazette references.
For comparative purposes, the subjects included :
-

-

-

-

Violence in public schools / Saber Ahmed
Jazbhay. 10-11-2010. (Reference to a recent WCC
judgment in which the responsibility of the
education department to protect teachers was
raised) ;
SA
Customs
modernization
amendments
published / Leon Marais. 31-10-2010. (Four of the
top ten blog posts were by this author on the same
subject, indicative of frequent updates) ;
Cohabitation / Roy Bregman. 31-10-2010. (Legal
status) ;
About debt counselling or restructuring / Saber
Ahmed Jazbhay. 27-10-2010. (Responsibility of
consumers) ;
Settlement agreement : divorce / Bertus Prelier.
02-10-2011. (Link to full post) ;
House lease / Roy Bregman. 27-09-2010.
(Reference to Rental Housing Act) ;
Shared parenting after divorce / Bertus Prellier. 2709-2010. (Explanation of arrangement).
1

LexisNexis actively promotes blogging among attorneys
2
and and, as you can read in the former, Law24.com has
recorded more than 20 000 unique visitors a month. The
article goes on ”the site boasts web 2.0 technologies that
enable engagement with potential clients through blogs,
forums and a panel of experts”.

An extremely informative website but my first impression
was of a cluttered homepage which took some visual
navigation before I found what I wanted. I‟m very aware
of how difficult it is to design a webpage that incorporates
a lot of links without overwhelming the visitor but I hope
subsequent visits will be more expeditious. I was looking
for blogging by the publisher rather than by lawyers.
There were no links from the publisher‟s main website to
these extremely useful services. If you as the consumer
aren‟t using either of these forums, what‟s holding you
back?

http://www.sabinet.co.za/
Facebook –
www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=54026203978&v=info
”A group for staff and clients, past and present, old and
young, witty and dull, trendy and shy, or simply all who
*love* the fantastic organization that is Sabinet Online
Ltd”. Contact details include physical, web- and email
addresses. The profile has 31 members.
Twitter - @SabinetLaw
”South African government, parliamentary and legislative
information by Sabinet” says the biography. 84
individuals follow this profile which posts news items,
although I find the legislative updates the strongest
drawcard.
Blog – http://blog.sabinet.co.za
To the uninitiated, the blog is called Chatter Box and
describes its raison d’etre this way : “Chatter Box is our
Sabinet newsletter. Here we want to discuss and share
all sorts of company as well as industry related news and
facts. Chatter Box will keep you up to date with Sabinet
products, people, clients, chairperson‟s fund activities
and industry news (including technology and marketing)”.
This blog is RSS enabled which is a huge plus in my list
of criteria : who has time to constantly check for new
posts when they can be automatically processed in one‟s
own reader?
At the time of my visit posts related to Sabinet‟s support
for a CANSA cupcake initiative (15-11-2010),
nominations for OCLC delegates (12-10-2010), and a
news item on the donation of ten computers to a rural
school by the Sabinet Chairperson‟s fund (09-11-2010).
The nature of these posts was refreshing in that I wasn‟t
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sure what to expect and found variety and news I hadn‟t
read elsewhere.

Gauntlett SC on the law and land seizure in Zimbabwe
(18-10-2010).

Once again, oh dear, where are the supporters and
makers of comments?

http://siberink.book.co.za/blog is the source of Facebook
Notes as I mentioned earlier and includes a weekly
summary of Twitter updates posted by Siber Ink.

There are no links from the main website to the
Facebook or Twitter profiles or the blog which is a pity as
these services deserve to be more “in our face”.

http://www.siberink.co.za/
Facebook – www.facebook.com/pages/Westlake-SouthAfrica/Siber-Ink-Publishers/44686391963?v=info
“Quality niche South African law and business publishers
since 2000”, says the biography. Contact details include
physical, telephone, web- and email addresses. 59
people support the profile.
The Wall includes frequent posts with links to a wide
variety of relevant news items. The Notes area at the
time of my visit related mainly to environmental matters,
including notifications of Cormac Cullinan‟s radio
broadcast and 50/50 debate, and a link to Anne Skelton‟s
blog post on children‟s rights. This area of the Facebook
profile is generated by the Book.co.za blog, details of
which appear below. Ooh visitors – no comments here
either.
Twitter - @SiberInk
“Siber Ink – South African Law Publishers” reads the
profile. As a follower I find a broad spectrum of relevant
news items are posted fairly frequently. There are 51
followers.
And here I met my comeuppance in this particular quest
as Siber Ink has two blogs.

I found Siber Ink‟s integration of various applications a
lesson in what can be accomplished by even a relatively
small team and an encouragement to us all. While the
main website links to Twitter, the link to Facebook is so
tiny that I‟d have missed it if I wasn‟t using <ctrl F> - yes,
I‟ve started wearing glasses selectively but I still think it‟s
too small! I‟d really like to see RSS feeds from those
blogs as there is a ton of information that deserves to be
even more readily seen.
The publishers are making use of Web 2.0 but it is
disappointing that, across the board, so few members of
the information sector are supporting these initiatives.
Let‟s get out there and „befriend‟, „follow‟, „like‟ and
comment. We will be the winners.
2010 has been a chequered year but it is ending on a
series of remarkably positive events for me. I would like
to thank the OSALL community once again for their
continued support and email correspondence that
frequently follows the publication of the newsletter; input
and feedback are vital.
My daughter currently has one exam left in her school
career, has been accepted to study at UKZN next year,
we‟re moving home next week and I have friends who
continually amaze me. All in all, I can only wish for a
similar year for all of us in 2011 – and bucket loads of
chocolate *at affordable prices*. If the predicted
chocolate crisis is to be, let us go down in an explosion of
calories.

Opinions expressed in this column are my own and not
necessarily those of my employer.
-----------------------------------Please send suggestions and contributions for future
columns
to
mary@lawsoc.co.za
and/or
d.riley@bowman.co.za
1

http://www.siberink.co.za/siber-ink-blog makes use of the
Creative Commons licensing system and is proving to be
the source of numerous topical posts by prominent
personalities in the legal world. Recent examples are
Anne Skelton‟s post Children’s Rights and the Freedom
of Expression (03-11-2010), Judge Malcolm Wallis on
Reform of the Costs Regime (02-11-2010) and Jeremy

Get listed : Law24.com is an online legal
directory that helps you and your firm stand out
from
the
competition
http://www.law24.com/index.php?option=com_cont
ent&view=article&id=829&Itemid=210
2

Why lawyers should blog / Shamaa Sheik
http://www.law24.com/Shamaa+Sheik/616-Whylawyers-should-blog.html
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Sloth-Nielsen, J. et al. Inter-country adoption from a
Southern and Eastern African perspective, in
INTERNATIONAL FAMILY LAW, March 2010, p. 86 - 96.

Compiled by Nico M Ferreira
Unisa Library Services
ferrenm@unisa.ac.za

Sowards, J.R. Teaching specialized legal research:
administrative law, in LEGAL REFERENCE SERVICES
QUARTERLY, vol. 29, no. 2, 2010, p. 101 - 132.

JOURNAL ARTICLES
Budeli, M. Understanding the right to freedom of
association at the workplace: components and scope, in
OBITER, vol. 31, no. 1, 2010, p. 16 - 33.
Byrne, D.S. Access to online local government public
records: the privacy paradox, in LEGAL REFERENCE
SERVICES QUARTERLY, vol. 29, no. 1 2010, p. 1 - 21.

Street, L.A. et al. Finding the middle ground in collection
development: how academic law libraries can shape their
collections in response to the call for more practiceorientated legal education, in LAW LIBRARY JOURNAL,
vol. 102, no. 3, 2010, p. 399 - 439.
Tuckwell, C. Law firm legal research: what trainees need
to know, in LEGAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, vol.
10, no. 2, 2010, p. 108 - 110.

Gotschall, S. Teaching cost-effective research skills:
have we overemphasized its importance? in LEGAL
REFERENCE SERVICES QUARTERLY, vol. 29, no. 2,
2010, p. 149 - 163.

Van Genugten, W. Protection of indigenous peoples on
the African continent, in AMERICAN JOURNAL OF
INTERNATIONAL LAW, vol. 104, no. 1, 2010, p. 29 - 65.

Hart, E.T. Indexing open access law journals... or maybe
not, in INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF LEGAL
INFORMATION, vol. 38, no. 1, 2010, p. 19 - 42.

Van Wyk, C. Ethics review of health research on human
participants in South Africa, in MEDICINE AND LAW, vol.
29, no. 2, 2010, p. 205 - 215.

Helge, K. Teaching specialized legal research: business
associations, in LEGAL REFERENCE SERVICES
QUARTERLY, vol. 29, no. 1, 2010, p. 51 - 83.

BOOKS NOTED

Herlihy, C.S. E-books in academic libraries: how does
currency affect usage? in NEW LIBRARY WORLD, vol.
111, no. 9/10, 2010, p. 371 - 380.
Hibbitts, B.J. The technology of law, in LAW LIBRARY
JOURNAL, vol. 102, no. 1, 2010, p. 101 - 115.
Karayanidi, M.S. Regulability of the Internet,
LAW/TECHNOLOGY, vol. 43, no. 2, 2010, p. 18 - 28.

in

Parise, A. The 13 steps of successful academic legal
research, in INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF LEGAL
INFORMATION, vol. 38, no. 1, 2010, p. 1 - 18.
Power, G. Now, where was I going? A sideways look at
portfolio-building,
in
LEGAL
INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT, vol. 10, no. 3, 2010, p. 239 - 241.
Rodzvilla, J. New title tweets: using Twitter and Microsoft
Excel to broadcast new title lists, in COMPUTERS IN
LIBRARIES, June 2010, p. 26 - 30.
Sarkanen, A. How do I...? - developing a wiki for legal
research, in LIBRARY & INFORMATION UPDATE, April
2010, p. 42 - 45.

Adhikari, M. The anatomy of a South African genocide:
the extermination of the Cape San peoples. 2010. UCT
Press. ISBN 9781919895444 ZAR100.00
Birkinshaw, P. Freedom of information: the law, the
th
practice and the ideal. 4 ed. 2010. Cambridge UP. ISBN
9780521716086 USD65.00
Bradley, K. (Ed) The Cambridge world history of slavery;
vol. 1: the ancient mediterranean world. 2010.
Cambridge UP. ISBN 9780521840668 GBP110.00
[Part of 4 vols set - next vols to be published in 2011]
Dahl, H.S. Dahl‟s law dictionary. 2010 WS Hein. ISBN
9780837718934 USD89.95
Drahos, P. The global governance of knowledge. 2010.
Cambridge UP. ISBN 9780521144360 USD45.00
Eggermont, F. Research guide to instruments of
European Regional Organizations. 2010. Intersentia.
ISBN 9789400000353 USD59.00
Evans, I. Cultures of violence: lynching and racial killing
in South Africa and the American South. 2010.
Manchester University Press. ISBN 9780719079047
USD94.95
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th

Foster, N. German legal system and laws. 4 ed 2010.
Oxford University Press. ISBN 9780199233434
USD80.00
Friedman. S. et al Tokiso annual law review 2009-2010.
2010. Juta. ISBN 9780702182228 ZAR350.00
th

Garnett, K. Copinger and Skone James on copyright. 16
ed. 2010. Sweet & Maxwell. ISBN 9780414043312
GBP415.00

Juta‟s Statutes Editors. Children‟s Act and regulations.
2010. Juta. ISBN 9780702184932 ZAR135.00
Juta‟s Statutes Editors. Juta Legislation Service: criminal
law sexual offences/strafreg-seksuele misdrywe. 2010
loose-leaf. Juta. ISBN 9780702181832 ZAR449.00
Kiiver, P. (Ed.) Sources of constitutional law:
constitutions and fundamental legal provisions from the
United States, France, Germany, the Netherlands, the
United Kingdom, the ECHR and the EU. 2010.
Groningen: Europa Law Pub. ISBN 9789089520906
USD25.00
Kidd, M. Stella iuris: celebrating 100 years of teaching
law
in
Pietermaritzburg.
2010.
Juta.
ISBN
9780702185472 ZAR400.00

Rossini, L. Business management for financial planners:
a guide to creating a sustainable service-based financial
planning business. 2010. Juta. ISBN 9780702184604
ZAR350.00
Tesfaye-Fessha, Y. Ethnic diversity and federalism:
constitution making in South Africa and Ethiopia. 2010.
Ashgate. ISBN 9781409403104 GBP60.00
Van der Schyff, G. Judicial review of legislation: a
comparative study of the United Kingdom, the
Netherlands and South Africa. 2010. Springer. ISBN
9789048190010 USD139.00
Van der Walt, A.J. The law of neighbours. 2010. Juta.
ISBN 9780702115519 ZAR395.00
Van Zyl, L. Handbook of the South African law of
rd
maintenance. 3
ed 2010. LexisNexis. ISBN
9780409047073 ZAR700.00
E-RESOURCES NOTED
Copyright for indexers:
http://societyofindexers.org/files/leaflet4.pdf
SA Press Council rulings:
http://www.presscouncil.org.za

Le Roux, R. et al Harassment in the workplace: law,
policies and processes. 2010. LexisNexis. ISBN
9780409048353 ZAR501.60
Lewis, D.B. (ed.) A global approach to public interest
disclosure: what can we learn from existing
whistleblowing legislation and research? 2010. Edward
Elgar Publishing. ISBN 9781848448995 GBP59.95
Lollini, A. Constitutionalism and transitional justice in
South Africa. 2010. New York: Berghahn Books. ISBN
9781845457648 ZAR650.00 [Translated from Italian by
A.T. Pollard]
Madhuku, L. An introduction to Zimbabwean law. 2010.
African Books Collective. ISBN 9781779220981
GBP20.95
Mongalo, T.H. Modern company law for a competitive
South
African
economy.
2010.
Juta.
ISBN
9780702184635 ZAR543.00
[First published as Acta Juridica 2010]
Mostert, H. (ed.) Die beginsels van die sakereg in SuidAfrika. 2010. Oxford UP Southern Africa. ISBN
9780195986440 Price unknown.
Pienaar, G.J. Sectional titles and other fragmented
property schemes. 2010. Juta. ISBN 9780702185533
ZAR450.00

QUOTES FUNNIES AND MORE …….

I have always imagined that paradise will be a kind of
library – Jorge Luis Borges
The library is the temple of learning, and learning has
liberated more people than all the wars in history – Carl
T. Rowan
Submitted by Danielle Botha, Brink, Cohen, Le Roux

